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This volume explores the global spread of English or
global Englishes, and English as a Lingua Franca
(ELF), focusing specifically on Asian Englishes. It is
unique in the range of diverse perspectives across
the languages and cultures by its contributors.
Kuruntogai is a collection of 401 Classical Tamil love
poems which date from around 2,000 years ago.
They have a freshness and universality which is rare
in 'ancient' classical literature and this translation
attempts to reflect that quality. Rather than simply
translating them, it endeavours to recreate them in
modern, idiomatic English. The extensive notes
include literal Tamil-English translations of all or part
of every poem, identifications and descriptions of the
flora and fauna of the Tamil landscape, explanations
of cultural and historical references and notes on
Classical Tamil grammar where it differs from
Standard Literary Tamil.
Records publications acquired from Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal,
Pakistan, and Sri Lanka, by the U.S. Library of
Congress Offices in New Delhi, India, and Karachi,
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Pakistan.
Tolk?ppiyam in EnglishTranslation, with the Tamil
Text, Transliteration in the Roman Script,
Introduction, Glossary, and Illustrations
Translation of ancient Tamil grammar.
Ku?untokai is an akam anthology compiled on the
basis of the metre and length of the poems. There
are three metres used in the 'Eight Anthologies' and
the poems using ?ciriyapp? metre are divided into
three anthologies on the basis of the number of lines
in the poems. Ku?untokai is an anthology of 401
poems that are between four and eight lines in
length. However, there is one poem of nine lines.
There are 205 poets represented in the anthology.Its
ka?avu? v??ttu, the invocatory verse, is not
numbered. This may be due to the inclusion of
Ku?untokai 307 which transgresses the length of
verses in this anthology as it is the only poem
containing nine lines. Ku?untokai is accompanied by
a note giving a tradition as to its compiler. The note
says that the anthology was made by P?rikk? about
whom nothing is known.There is a tradition
embodied in two verses of unknown date and
authorship that Nacci??rkki?iyar wrote a commentary
on 20 poems of Ku?untokai. This is no longer extant.
There is also a reference that P?r?ciriyar commented
upon a part of Ku?untokai which is also
lost.Ku?untokai was first printed in 1915 in the
edition of T.C. Arankacami Ayyankar, and it was
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edited with his own full commentary by U.V.
Caminata Iyer in 1937. It was reprinted in 1947 and
is the standard edition at present. Poems of
Ku?untokai are accompanied by colophons that are
similar to those accompanying all akam verses
giving the author's name, and the occasion of the
poem. Poems appropriate to all the five ti?ais of
normal love occur in Ku?untokai. No particular
sequence or thought pattern is adopted in this
anthology, and no attempt to group the poems of any
one poet together is noticeable. Poems appropriate
to anyone tiõai are not classified together.Ku?untokai
verses exercise economy, restraint and balance
throughout. The love lyrics portray a single intense
feeling, and their short structure renders them selfcontained. The poems are stately and elegant and
because of their fine qualities and short structure,
most of them have been profusely quoted by latterday commentators to elucidate and illustrate their
viewpoint. Professor S.Vaiyapuri Pillai observes that
about a thousand quotations have been taken from
this work. U.V. Caminata Iyer says that there are
only 165 poems of this work that have not been
quoted by commentators.The reason for this
popularity of Ku?untokai is that its poems are handy,
crisp and concentrated and very useful for
elucidating the c?ttirams or aphorisms of the
Poru?atik?ram of Tolk?ppiyam. Ku?untokai is equally
popular among the commentators because they are
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the condensed form of poetic sensibility that could
elevate and excite the reader at the same time.
Tolk?ppiyam and I?aiya??r Akapporu? are the early
theoretical treatises on the Akam tradition of the Tamils.
The third part of Tolk?ppiyam, namely poru?atik?ram,
focuses primarily on the Akam and Pu?am aspects of
life, besides dealing with the systems of prosody,
poetical devices, usage of words, forms of literary
compositions, bodily manifestations, and methods of
composition. Tolkappiyar's classification of the contents
of poetry into Akam (interior) and Pu?am (exterior) and
the creation of the system of ti?ai are unique in the realm
of poetic creation. Tolkappiyar gives the principles of
poetics involving the composition of love poems and also
Pu?am poems based on the literary works available
before and during his period. The "ti?ai" system covers
both the Akam and Pu?am divisions, but it is more
consistent with Akam poetry where there is a perfect
unity among the three elements of ti?ai - mutal (time and
place) karu (matrix, environment), and uri
(theme/situation) representing theme-ti?ai correlation.
But in the case of Pu?am poems, out of the three
elements of ti?ai, only the theme is presented without the
other elements, namely mutal and karu. The
classification of ti?ai into mutal, karu, and uripporu?, the
main and supplementary characters, their functions and
characteristics, the situations of their discourses in the
premarital (ka?avu) and marital (ka?pu) life, the literary
techniques such as u??u?ai, i?aicci, and meipp??u, i.e.
implications, and emotional manifestations etc., provide
the poetic universe of the Akam tradition.Likewise,
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I?aiya??r
Akapporu?
speaks about only the Akam
conventions. It deals with the poetic love - the love
between a man and a woman as it grows from their first
meeting to its culmination in their married life leaving out
details concerning ti?ai and other formal aspects of
Akam poetry. It focuses mainly on the secret love
(Ka?avu) phase and the married love (Ka?pu) phase of
the lovers and the major situations and the discourses of
the characters in respective contexts. The last five
n??p?s (verses) deal with the rhetorical features of Akam
poetry. Tolk?ppiyam, while classifying the Akam tradition
into ka?avu and ka?pu, defines ka?pu as married life
(Tol. 1086). It states that the ka?pu phase begins with
marriage in the first n??p? of ka?pu Iyal. But I?aiya??r
Ka?aviyal does not make such a clear distinction
between these two phases. The theme of marriage
appears in both ka?avu and ka?pu phases. Thus these
two texts I?aiya??r Akapporu? and Tolk?ppiyam - form
the basis for the Tamil Akam tradition. Tolk?ppiyam, by
giving the principles of love poetics, enabled the Caïkam
poets to write love poems and to inaugurate the tradition
of love poetry. The Akam poetics is the langue and the
Caïkam love poetry is its parole.
COROMANDEL. A name which has been long applied
by Europeans to the Northern Tamil Country, or (more
comprehensively) to the eastern coast of the Peninsula
of India. This is the India highly acclaimed historian
Charles Allen visits in this fascinating book. Coromandel
journeys south, exploring the less well known, often
neglected and very different history and identity of the
pre-Aryan Dravidian south. During Allen's exploration of
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the Indian
south
he meets
local historians, gurus and
politicians and with their help uncovers some
extraordinary stories about the past. His sweeping
narrative takes in the archaeology, religion, linguistics
and anthropology of the region - and how these have
influenced contemporary politics. Known for his vivid
storytelling, for decades Allen has travelled the length
and breadth of India, revealing the spirit of the subcontinent through its history and people. In Coromandel,
he moves through modern-day India, discovering as
much about the present as he does about the past.
The history and mechanisms of the convergence of
ancient Aryan and non-Aryan cultures has been a
subject of continuing fascination in many fields of
Indology. The contributions to Aryan and Non-Aryan in
India are the fruit of a conference on that topic held in
December 1976 at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
under the auspices of the Center for South and
Southeast Asian Studies. The express object of the
conference was to examine the latest findings from a
variety of disciplines as they relate to the formation and
integration of a unified Indian culture from many
disparate cultural and ethnic elements.
This is a reference grammar of the standard spoken
variety of Tamil, a language with 65 million speakers in
India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia and Singapore. The spoken
variety is radically different from the standard literary
variety, last standardized in the thirteenth century. The
standard spoken language is used by educated people in
their interactions with people from different regions and
different social groups, and is also the dialect used in
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version of the author's Grammar of Spoken Tamil (1979),
is the first such grammar to contain examples both in
Tamil script and in transliteration, and the first to be
written so as to be accessible to students studying the
modern spoken language as well as to linguists and
other specialists. The book has benefited from extensive
native-speaker input and the author's own long
experience of teaching Tamil to English-speakers.
Two prominent translators present the first complete
English-language edition of one of India's greatest works
of classical literature: the Purananuru. This anthology of
four hundred poems by more than 150 poets between
the first and third centuries CE in old Tamil—the literary
language of ancient Tamilnadu—was composed before
Aryan influence had penetrated the south. It is thus a
unique testament to pre-Aryan India. Beyond its
importance for understanding the development of South
Asia's history, culture, religion, and linguistics, the
Purananuru is a great work of literature, reflecting
accurately and profoundly the life of southern India 2,000
years ago. One of the few works of classical India that
confronts life without the insulation of a philosophical
facade and that makes no basic assumptions about
karma and the afterlife, the Purananuru has universal
appeal. It faces the world as a great and unsolved
mystery, delving into living and dying, despair, love,
poverty, and the changing nature of existence. To this
hidden gem of world literature George L. Hart and Hank
Heifetz add a helpful appendix, an annotated
bibliography, and an excellent introduction describing the
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its social and historical context.
Based on a wide range of published sources, archival
material and field data, this book is an in-depth study of
the Portuguese Christian, missions and missionaries in
the Tamil coast and hinterland between 1519 and 1774.
It presents a fresh analysis on the theme of the
Portuguese contribution to Tamil language and printing
press. The book presents the best socio-historical and
missionary study of Christianity for understanding the
history of the Tamil Society.
Drawn from a variety of academic disciplines and
perspectives, this volume approaches ancient India both
historically and geographically. The primary temporal
focus lies in India's "Early Historic" period, from the midfirst millennium BCE through the mid-first millennium CE.
The geographic focus is shifted landward rather than
seaward and is centered on South Asia rather than the
Mediterranean. Contributors examine power and material
culture; Mediterranean image making, which looks at
Greek and Roman understandings of India; and
language and otherness, which explores Indian
knowledge and understandings of outsiders. The volume
as a whole directs us to the complex webs and networks
that throughout Indian history have linked South Asians
to each other and to the world beyond the subcontinent.
A very wide world indeed. Contributors are Shinu A.
Abraham, Madhav Deshpande, Grant Parker, Alka Patel,
Himanshu P. Ray, James Romm , Martha Ann Selby,
and Thomas R. Trautmann. Grant Parker is Assistant
Professor of Classics, Stanford University. Carla M.
Sinopoli is Professor of Anthropology and Curator and
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Director,
Museum
of Anthropology,
College of Literature,
Science, and the Arts, University of Michigan.
This book foregrounds practices and discourses of
‘translation’ in several non-Western traditions.
Translation Studies currently reflects the historiography
and concerns of Anglo-American and European
scholars, overlooking the full richness of translational
activities and diverse discourses. The essays in this
book, which generally have a historical slant, help push
back the geographical and conceptual boundaries of the
discipline. They illustrate how distinctive historical, social
and philosophical contexts have shaped the ways in
which translational acts are defined, performed, viewed,
encouraged or suppressed in different linguistic
communities. The volume has a particular focus on the
multiple contexts of translation in India, but also
encompasses translation in Korea, Japan and South
Africa, as well as representations of Sufism in different
contexts.
Critical study of Naccin??rkkin?iy?r, 14th century Tamil
commentator.
With over 50,000 entries, this dictionary offers
comprehensive coverage of everyday vocabulary,
providing detailed meanings and synonyms in English
and Tamil. It is specially compiled for learners of English,
teachers, and translators. It includes extensive citations
throughout as well as notes on usage. Other helpful
features include a quick grammar reference and a
section on prefixes and suffixes.
Study, with reference to Tolk?ppiyam, ancient Tamil
grammar by Tolk?ppiyar.
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Comparative study of Tamil and Sanskrit grammar based
on Tolk?ppiyar's Tolk?ppiyam and P?n?ni's
As???dhy?y?.
In a scholarly introduction to his English translation of
N?la?iy?r, Rev. G.U. Pope observes that Tirukku?a? and
N?la?iy?r are expressive of hunger and thirst after
righteousness for which the ancient Tamil society
deserves the highest praise. Of the didactic works in
Tamil, N?la?iy?r is next only in greatness to Tirukku?a?
and serving as mutual commentaries, they may be read
as companion pieces, as indispensable works on the art
of living. The first thirteen chapters of N?la?iy?r are on
virtue and deal with themes like asceticism,
transitoriness of youth, wealth and life, renunciation,
patience and charity. The next twenty-six chapters are
on wealth and deal with varied aspects of life such as
rulership, happiness, suffering, ill-will, and women-chaste
and unchaste. The last chapter constituting the third part
of the book deals with the salient features of love. Each
chapter has ten poems and each verse is a quatrain in
the elegant Ve?p? metre.N?la?iy?r is worthy of being
studied by every generation as its message can never
become irrelevant.
This book presents new English translations of over 200
erotic poems composed in India's three classical
languages: Old Tamil, Maharastri Prakrit, and Sanskrit.
The poems have been culled from large anthologies that
date from as early as the first century CE to as late as
the eighth century. Martha Ann Selby's masterful
translations allow the poems to stand on their own in
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English
while Script
maintaining
the flavors of the original
verses. Grouped according to conversational themes,
the poems are annotated whenever a brief explanation is
necessary. Grow Long, Blessed Night also provides a
thorough scholarly introduction to the origins of the
poems, suggestions on how to read them, and
information about the languages in which they were
composed.
This volume brings together eight contributions of
Professor Madhav M. Deshpande relating to the
historical sociolinguistics of sanskrit and Prakrit
languages. The studies brought together here represent
his continuing research in this field after his 1979 book:
Sociolinguistic Attitudes in India: An Historical
Reconstruction. The main thrust of these studies is to
show that patterns of language, including grammatical
theories are deeply influenced by political, religious,
geographical, and other sociohistorical factors. This is
true as much of ancient languages as it is for modern
languages.
The spread of Islam eastward into South and Southeast
Asia was one of the most significant cultural shifts in
world history. As it expanded into these regions, Islam
was received by cultures vastly different from those in
the Middle East, incorporating them into a diverse global
community that stretched from India to the Philippines. In
Islam Translated, Ronit Ricci uses the Book of One
Thousand Questions—from its Arabic original to its
adaptations into the Javanese, Malay, and Tamil
languages between the sixteenth and twentieth
centuries—as a means to consider connections that
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divides of distance and culture.
Examining the circulation of this Islamic text and its
varied literary forms, Ricci explores how processes of
literary translation and religious conversion were
historically interconnected forms of globalization,
mutually dependent, and creatively reformulated within
societies making the transition to Islam.
This guide highlights the place of translation in our
culture, encouraging awareness of the process of
translating and the choices involved, making the
translator more 'visible'. Concentrating on major writers
and works, it covers translations out of many languages,
from Greek to Hungarian, Korean to Turkish. For some
works (e.g. Virgil's Aeneid) which have been much
translated, the discussion is historical and critical,
showing how translation has evolved over the centuries
and bringing out the differences between versions.
Elsewhere, with less familiar literatures, the Guide
examines the extent to which translation has done justice
to the range of work available.
Available for the first time in English, this is the definitive
account of the practice of sexual slavery the Japanese
military perpetrated during World War II by the researcher
principally responsible for exposing the Japanese
government's responsibility for these atrocities. The large
scale imprisonment and rape of thousands of women, who
were euphemistically called "comfort women" by the
Japanese military, first seized public attention in 1991 when
three Korean women filed suit in a Toyko District Court stating
that they had been forced into sexual servitude and
demanding compensation. Since then the comfort stations
and their significance have been the subject of ongoing
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debate
and intense
activism
in Japan, much if it inspired by
Yoshimi's investigations. How large a role did the military, and
by extension the government, play in setting up and
administering these camps? What type of compensation, if
any, are the victimized women due? These issues figure
prominently in the current Japanese focus on public memory
and arguments about the teaching and writing of history and
are central to efforts to transform Japanese ways of
remembering the war. Yoshimi Yoshiaki provides a wealth of
documentation and testimony to prove the existence of some
2,000 centers where as many as 200,000 Korean, Filipina,
Taiwanese, Indonesian, Burmese, Dutch, Australian, and
some Japanese women were restrained for months and
forced to engage in sexual activity with Japanese military
personnel. Many of the women were teenagers, some as
young as fourteen. To date, the Japanese government has
neither admitted responsibility for creating the comfort station
system nor given compensation directly to former comfort
women. This English edition updates the Japanese edition
originally published in 1995 and includes introductions by
both the author and the translator placing the story in context
for American readers.
This collection of essays aims to trace the exchanges,
responses, affinities and fissures between the worlds of
Sanskrit and Tamil literary cultures in the medieval period.
The literati who produced the works in these languages
moved freely between domains that earlier Indological
scholarship has tended to compartmentalise. The eleven
studies presented in this volume strive to move beyond this
narrow perspective and thus do justice to the richness and
complexity of the cultural synthesis that took shape in South
India in this period. By looking at the articulation of identities,
practices, and discourses in texts of a range of genres
composed in Tamil and Sanskrit (as well as Prakrit and
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Malayalam),
essays
supply a picture of South India in
the medieval period that is unique in its historical depth and
conceptual complexity and demonstrate innovative ways to
investigate and problematise cross-cultural phenomena, while
suggesting how much work yet remains to be done.
The Flower-garden of Tolkãppiyam is the compilation of one
hundred selected verses of Tolkappiyam, the pre-Christian
TA work on linguistics and poetics, reinterpreted, explicated
and illustrated in the idiom of contemporary TA. The work
brings in a
This dictionary contains more than 24,000 entries, related
phrases, idioms, derivatives and words with irregular forms,
and more than 200 illustrations. Like our other Bilingual
Dictionaries, this has been specially compiled for learners of
English, teachers, translators and general readers.
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